Teaching Cafe #3 Semester 2, 2014/15

Exploring Problems of, and Solutions to, Classroom Teaching at Poly U.

This informal salon will explore frustrations, challenges and difficulties encountered as a consequence of teaching at Poly U, especially (but not exclusively) on CAR and GUR subjects. It is also hoped that participants on the salon can contribute ideas about how to positively address these situations and, more generally, share experiences of methods / activities / approaches which have gone well in class.

The Teaching Cafe is an informal setting where APSS staff can meet and share their views, experiences and strategies for inspiring change in teaching. Please take a break and join us for a lively session over a cup of coffee.

Date : 21st May 2015 (Thursday)
Time : 1500-1630
Venue : GH405
Speaker : Alex COCKAIN, APSS